SOME ADVANCES IN THE ANALYSIS OF SEMIDEFORMABLE MEDIA
THEODORE
INTRODUCI'ION
The displacement-based finite element method, although it can be used for a wide variety of problems, is inefficient when analyzing materials that are almost semideformable. A material is semideformable when, due to its constitutive properties, certain modes of deformation are prohibited. An important class of ~midefo~able materials are incompressible materials, a~thou~, as discussed beiow, not a!! semideformable materials are incompressible. Much research effort over the last 20 years has been devoted to the development of the finite element method for the analysis of incompressible materials [l-6] . One fruitful concept employed is the separate interpolation of a stress variable related to the pressure in addition to the usual displacement inte~lations.
Many formulations based on this concept have been developed, but fr~uent!y these formulations are either quite specialized (for example, formulations developed only for rubber-like materials), only valid for almost incompressible analysis or require the use of specialized solution techniques when solving the finite element system of equations.
In this paper, we summarize a formulation that we recently developed that is widely applicable in solutions involving elastic and inelastic materials that are compressible, almost incompressible or otherwise almost semideformable. This formulation, called the u/p formulation, is discussed in detail in [7j. Characteristics of this formulation include a single derivation for a wide range of materials and kinematic assumptions and the use of quantities with clear physical meanings. The examples presented in this paper show the use of the u/p formulation in orthotropic analysis and in the analysis of rubber components.
ZSUMMARY OF THEORY
The name of our formulation, the u/p formulation, reflects the use of separate interpolations for the displacements and the (hydrostatic) pressure. The basic concept underlying the u/p formulation is the inclusion of separate pressure degrees-of-freedom in a manner almost independent of the material description. To achieve thii, we state three reasonable requirements that the formulation should satisfy and then, after presenting the formulation, show that it satisfies the requirements.
The requirements are:
(1) The tangent stiffness matrix corresponding to the incremental displacements and pressures should be symmetric.
(2) The pressure computed from the stress tensor should equal the separately interpolated pressure. 
Notice that the u/p formulation is stated in potential form [i.e. the variation of the internal potential equals the variation of the external (loads) potential]. This implies that the tangent stiffness matrix is symmetric.
The allowed variations are those with respect to displacement degrees-of-freedom and those with respect to pressure degrees-of-freedom.
Taking variations of eqn (1) with respect to displacements gives We can identify the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor as the quantity in brackets in eqn (3) . Using standard transformations and the definition of ,P('j) given above, 'p' +_ which shows that requirement (2) is satisfied. Taking variations of eqn (1) with respect to the separately interpolated pressure gives (4) which is satisfied when 'p' equals 'p in an average sense over each element (because we later choose pressure interpolations that are element-based). Since 'j is evaluated from the pressure-strain material relationship, requirement (3) is satisfied.
We observe that if 'p' equals 'p everywhere, the u/p formulation reduces to the displacement-based formulation. One consequence is that the stiffness matrix and force vector from the u/p formulation are identical to the results from the displacement- and the entries of these matrices are given in [7] . As in displacement-based finite element analysis, an equilibrium solution is one in which the right-handside of eqn (5) is identically zero.
We could solve the equations in the above form. However, because we use pressure discretizations that are discontinuous between elements, it is more efficient to statically condense out the pressure degrees-of-freedom at the element level. This process yields an element stiffness matrix and force vector involving only displacement degrees-of-freedom, and these matrices are then assembled into the global stiffness matrix and force vector in the usual way.
We note that in contact analysis, we use the outof-balance force vector 'R -'FU in calculating reactions, not the out-of-balance force vector produced from the static condensation procedure.
An important consideration when using the u/p formulation is the selection of the number of pressure degrees-of-freedom per element. We consider, as mentioned above, pressure interpolations that are element-based, i.e. for two-dimensional elements, 'p'= 'p, + 'p,r + 'ps + >,rs + . . ., where 'p,, 'p,. . . are internal element variables and r,s are the isoparametric coordinates. Much research has been conducted to determine the best number of pressure variables for similar formulations [9-l 1] and, based on the Brezzi-Babushka condition, a conservative approach is to use a nine-node isoparametric element with three pressure variables in two-dimensional analysis and to use a 27-node isoparametric element with four pressure variables in three-dimensional analysis. These elements are abbreviated below as 913 and 2714 elements, respectively.
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 1 -'e,, + 'eee + 'e,, = 0. 2 We now present some sample analyses. These analyses were run using the ADINA system [12]. Unless otherwise specified, the following solution procedures are employed. A 3 x 3 Gaussian integration is used to integrate the element stiffness matrices and force vectors in twodimensional analysis and 3 x 3 x 3 Gaussian integration is used in threedimensional analysis. A simple load stepping algorithm is employed, for each load step, the prespecified load (or displacement) increment is applied and full Newton equilibrium iterations are used to reestablish equilibrium. Note that no special procedures, such as those described in [4] and [SJ, are employed.
Orthotropic linear elasticity analysis of a cylinder under internal pressure
As an example analysis in which the u/p formulation is effectively used for a semideformable material that is not incompressible, we consider the axisymmetric analysis of an orthotropic cylinder under internal pressure loading (Fig. 1) . The material constants for the cylinder are 
and we note that when g= l/6, the pressure become: decoupled from the strains; i.e. the material musi deform so as to satisfy the requirement I- 
Equation (7) shows that the material is scmideformable. Our four element finite element mesh is shown in Figure 2 . Table 1 shows the root-mean-square pressure, defined by 'P,, = I,'p*dV I.dV (8) for different values of g when nine-node displacementbased elements and 9/3 u/p formulation elements are used. The displacement-based element mesh locks, with the root-mean-square pressure increasing by a factor of 260, whereas the u/p element mesh does not lock. Figure 3 shows stress graphs from the 9/3 element mesh solution for grO.16666667 and it is seen that the solution is quite accurate.
Analysis of rubber components
We use the following form of the Mooney-Rivlin material description when analyzing rubber-like materials:
where C,, C, are the Mooney-Rivlin material constants, iI,, &, if, are the invariants of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and K is a bulk modulus. The factors of :I,-"I, if,'-2'3 that appear are necessary to make the pressurcstrain relationship simple, i.e. 'P= -K(;I; * -1).
We regard the bulk modulus not as a penalty parameter but rather as a material property of the rubber. Hence we model rubber as a slightly compressible material, an assumption with some experimental justification. A similar approach may be used to derive an Ogden material relationship with a bulk modulus [7] .
3.2.1. Analysis of a rubber ring. A problem of practical engineering importance is the determination of stresses within a toroidal rubber ring that is pressed between two plates. In our previous paper, we employed a plane strain idealization; however, on further thought, we decided that an axisymmetric idealization as shown in Fig. 4 
where R is the applied load, D is the mean ring diameter, d is the diameter of the rubber crosssection, E is the Young's modulus (assumed constant) and A is the applied displacement. This equation fits experimental data obtained from rubber rings vulcanized from a gum compound. 
where k = empirical factor less than unity, used in computing the compression modulus.
We idealize the rubber using a Mooney-Rivlin description with constants given in Fig. 4 . The finite element mesh employed is shown in Fig. 5 and includes 54 9/3 elements. Contact surfaces (shown with thick lines) are used to model the contact conditions.
In the finite element analyses, we apply a total displacement of 0.3 cm in 10 equal load steps. The resulting forcedefiection curves are shown in Fig. 6 and the deformed meshes are shown in Fig. 7 . We observe that the friction prevents expansion of the ring in the radial direction and hence, when friction is included, the assumption of plane strain deformation is valid. Observing the force-deflection curves, we see that the addition of friction stiffens the ring, as expected. The two comparison solutions are both softer than the finite element solution with friction and these differences are probably due to the approximations made in deriving eqn (12) and also to our choice of material relationship. Figure 8 shows the pressures within the ring for a deflection of 0.3 cm. The effect of friction is to increase the pressure for a given deformation. The pressure bands are continuous, indicating that the mesh is sufficiently refined 1151. Notice that the magnitude of the pressure is on the order of the material shear modulus.
3.2.2 Torsion of a rubber cylinder. The solid rubber cylinder shown in Fig. 9 is constrained in the axial direction and is twisted by the applied moment. This problem was solved analytically by Rivlin, assuming total incompressibility. The solutions are [ 163 displacement. (In this problem, the cylinder radius does not change as the cylinder is twisted because of the incompressibility constraint.) We use the mesh layout of eight collapsed 27-node elements shown in Fig. 10 to model the cylinder. On the far end of the cylinder, all of the nodes are fixed. On the near end, the angular displacement of the center node is prescribed and rigid links placed between this node and the other nodes on the near end cause the entire cross-section to rotate by this amount. A stiff truss element is connected to the center node and ground; this element constrains the cylinder in the axial direction and is used to measure the axial reaction force.
We apply a total angular displacement of 0.1 radians in 10 equal load steps in two analyses, one using displacement-based elements and the other tbl using u/p elements each with four pressure degrees of freedom. The moment-rotation curves are shown in Fig. 11 where we see that the two finite element solutions agree very well with the analytical solution. The axial force-rotation curves are shown in Fig.  12 . Here the u/p element solution agrees with the analytical solution but the displacement-based element solution stiffens excessively as the rotation is increased. Notice that the displacements of the mesh are still quite small at a rotation of 0.1 radians (Fig 13) .
3.2.3 Analysis of a conical rubber spring. As an illustration of some of the difficulties associated with rubber analysis, we present the partial analysis of the conical rubber spring shown in Fig. 14. The goal of the analysis is to determine the force-deflection curve and the stress state at various deformations. This probiem was previously considered by Zdunek and Bercovier [6] . The geometric data was obtained from Zdunek as the nodal point locations of the 67 9/3 element mesh shown in Fig. 15 .
We employ simple load stepping with the 67 9/3 element mesh and a 67 4/l element mesh (four-node elements with constant pressures). Figure 16 shows the force-defiection curves. The analyses basically agree up to a displacement of 3.87 mm and the 67 4/l element mesh results are comparable to those presented by Munek and Bercovier. At 3.87 mm, we find a zero eigenvaiue in the tangent stiffness matrix for the 67 9/3 element mesh and the program solution stops. Figure 17 shows the undeformed and deformed 67 9/3 element meshes for A=327 mm and we notice that a crease has formed on the upper surface of the spring. This crease is the source of the difficulty; the eigenvector associated with the zero eigenvalue at A =3.87 mm represents an instability at the crease (Fig. 18) . We also note that the largest pressure in the creased element is larger than the material shear modulus.
Further analyses using refined meshes, employing both 9/3 elements and 4/l elements, all exhibited the same difficulty. We hypothesize that a very fine mesh (perhaps using rezoning) and the use of a load-displacement constraint algorithm [ 123 may be. required to properly model the creasing. A very coarse mesh, such as the 67 4f1 element mesh, does 
